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Customer Retention & the Art of the 2nd Sale – Moving
from Sales Status Quo into Relevant Conversations for
the Smart Manufacturing Plant

“Depending on where we sit around the table, we see the same things – differently.”

In September over 125 sales and marketing professionals from the food processing suppliers
community will gather in Chicago for the FPSA’s Fall Sales Conference on September 19-21 to
discuss best practices in the modern sales environment.
Topics will range from top B2B selling mistakes, to bridging the gap between millennials and
boomers to how to build a high performance sales organization to negotiation tactics to how to
increase sales with drip marketing and retargeting.
Babette Ten Haken, Founder & President of Sales Aerobics for Engineers, will talk to us about
Customer Retention and how to get that 2nd sale.
Dolores Alonso, Senior Director of Business Development and Membership at FPSA, sat down
with Babette to discuss customer retention.
DA: “Babette, how can food processing suppliers remain competitive and retain customers as food
manufacturing plants become smarter?”
BTH: “Dolores, your excellent question is top of every supplier’s mind these days. Manufacturing plants
are smarter, courtesy of the Industrial Internet of Things (IoT). This “fourth Industrial Revolution”
changes the way we do business. Figuring out first steps is like trying to boil the ocean.

The best way to start is to distill that ocean. Put customer retention into buckets of familiar common
denominators. Leverage what you do very well, today, to catalyze customer retention tomorrow.
Let’s collaborate based on my core mantra: “Depending on where we sit around the table, we see the
same things – differently.” Boil customer retention down to four inter-related buckets.
Smart Rediscovery –Invite your workforce to become an integral part of execution of customer
retention strategy. Smart equipment operating in smart factories catalyzes industrial IoT Voice of the
Customer Experience and Customer Success insights and data. Develop essential skill sets and become
proactive and forensic when listening to and translating the Voice of the Customer.
Smart Collaboration –Create a team-driven, customer-focused culture focused on sharing, analyzing and
implementing machine data and Voice of the Customer insights. Learn how to develop collaborative
alliances across departments, divisions and companies. Leverage pre- and post-sale information so you
no longer hit the data wall once a machine is placed inside your customer’s plant.
Smart Value Creation - Capture the tangible value that customers derive from using your equipment,
programs and people in executing their own business strategies. While a piece of equipment remains
stationery during its lifecycle, the software and people interfaces are dynamic. Smart plants want to
understand how your company creates line of business value and positively impacts their success.
Smart Lifecycle Metrics –Expand lifecycle metrics beyond operational efficiency and predictive
maintenance. A smart plant has two core capabilities: manufacturing existing products and developing
new ones. Smart leaders value proactive, collaborative supplier partners who can leverage equipment,
services, data and people for both stability as well as innovation over the duration of their relationship.
“The Buyer’s Journey lands the 1st sale. The Users’ Collective Journeys set the stage for the 2nd sale.”
Think what happens when you connect the 1st sale to the 2nd sale, leveraging customer success for
customer retention.

